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“I like this heat, I like its s mell : there’s
something of me in the s mell , to o, many grap e
har v ests and haymakings and cor nhuskings
in the autumn, many tastes and desires
I didn’t know I st ill had .”
Cesare Pavese

There are objects that tell a story, and objects that remain
always part of the story.
The story of WE MADE IT! started amidst one the most
suggestive landscapes in the world, namely a vineyard. This
context was the inspiration for WE MADE IT!, a design line
of objects made with the noble wood of posts that once
supported endless rows of grape vines. The pieces in this line
were created with the goal of transforming these chestnut
posts - which would normally be discarded after a long life
among the grape vines - to give them a second life beyond
the vineyards, while preserving their unique features and pay
homage to their history.
All the pieces in the WE MADE IT! line are unique, just as every
single post and grapevine is unlike any other. That is why our
pieces are branded and numbered one by one, and catalogued to become collector’s items.
Our Eco-design aims at the environmentally sustainable recovery of wood, but not only; we also re-use other materials that are equally noble and deeply rooted in the world of
wine, like glass and steel, and we use environmentally friendly
energy sources based on innovative lighting technologies.
The design style for WE MADE IT! is expressive and aims to transform a common object into a piece for connoisseurs and a
sculpture onto itself in order to provide an all-around experience of the object.
In a world that offers endless inputs and possibilities, but that
often forgets the beauty of making one single gesture at a
time, the WE MADE IT! line was designed to help you rediscover the pleasure of focusing all your senses on a single action,
be it wine tasting, sitting at the table with your significant other or in the company of friends, relaxing by yourself, reading
a book or listening to music.
Project and esign by Valerio Micheloni and Diego Repetto.
WE MADE IT!
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DIALOGO
Wine-tasting tray

P r o je c t a n d D esign
V a le r io M ic h e lo n i a n d D ie g o R e petto

DIALOGO is a wine-glass holder made with wood from decomissioned vine posts. This piece
is composed of a wooden base that harmoniously holds two wine glasses and a small tray. It is
designed to accompany a wine-tasting moment shared with someone special.
There is a bright circle of natural light within the wood, which has been calibrated in order to let
you better appreciate the colour of the wine when it’s turned on. The dynamic light in DIALOGO
contains specific colour gradations designed for a wine tasting experience that involves not only
the palate, but also the eyes.
The wine glasses were designed without a base; their stems find a perfect resting place in the wood
itself. In addition to ensuring a high visual impact and rendering this piece utterly unique, the fact
that you must always return to the tray to rest your glass on the table encourages the experience
of sharing and dialogue.
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TECHNICAL FEATURES
Length: 450 mm
Width: 60-120 mm
Material: wood and steel
Weight: approx. 2-4 Kg

Like all pieces in the wemadeit! line, the
DIALOGO wine-glass holder has standard sizes
that may vary depending on the characteristics
of the raw material used.

Number of Glasses: 2
Light source: 600 lm
Battery life: 5-6 ore
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CONVIVIO
Wine-tasting tray

P r o je c t a n d D esign
V a le r io M ic h e lo n i a n d D ie g o R e petto

CONVIVIO is a wine-glass holder made with wood from decomissioned vine posts. It is composed of
a wooden base that harmoniously holds four wine glasses and a small tray, and it was designed to
accompany a shared wine-tasting experience.
There is a bright circle of natural light within the wood calibrated to let you better appreciate the
colour of the wine when it’s turned on. The dynamic light in CONVIVIO contains specific colour
gradations designed for a wine tasting experience that involves not only the palate, but also the
eyes.
The wine glasses were designed without a base; their stems find a perfect resting place in the wood
itself. In addition to ensuring a high visual impact and rendering this piece utterly unique, the fact
that you must always return to the tray to rest your glass on the table encourages the experience of
sharing and dialogue.
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TECHNICAL FEATURES
Length: 450 mm
Width: 60-120 mm
Material: wood and steel
Weight: approx. 2-4 Kg

Like all pieces in the wemadeit! line, the
CONVIVIO wine-glass holder has standard sizes
that may vary depending on the characteristics
of the raw material used.

Number of Glasses: 4
Light source: 600 lm
Battery life: 5-6 ore
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Dì

LED floor lamp

Pr ojec t and Desi gn
V alerio M ichel oni and Di ego Rep etto

Dì is a floor lamp made from the precious wood of decomissioned vine posts. After about forty years supporting grape
vines, the posts that hold the various rows of vines are discarded and replaced, following the natural rotation of the
elements that make up a vineyard.
The idea behind this high-impact piece is to allow wine lovers
and enthusiasts to bring home a real piece of history from
the vineyard, while also applying eco-sustainable principles
to give this noble material a new life.
Dì is created by transforming pieces of chestnut wood - used
by winemakers because of this wood’s sturdiness and resistance to pests and diseases - so that they may live on beyond
the vineyard in a way that preserves their peculiarities and
pays homage to their history.
The structure rests on a solid steel base and contains a light
tube inside, which diffuses an extremely relaxing natural light,
calibrated to enhance the colour of wine. The result is a powerful decorative object that gives character and warmth to
the space in which it is placed.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Height: 1900 mm
Base: 400x400 mm
Material: wood and steel
Weight: variable from 10 to 22 Kg approx.
Number of wine bottles: NO
Light source: 1400 lm

Like all pieces in the wemadeit! line, the Dì
floor lamp has standard sizes that may vary
depending on the characteristics of the raw
material used.
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VINO
Bottle rack

Pr ojec t and Desi gn
V alerio M ichel oni and Di ego Rep etto

Vino is a wine rack made from the precious wood of vine
posts. After about forty years supporting grape vines, the
posts that hold the various rows of vines are discarded and
replaced, following the natural rotation of the elements that
make up a vineyard.
The idea behind this high-impact piece is to allow wine lovers
and enthusiasts to bring home a real piece of history from
the vineyard, while also applying eco-sustainable principles
to give this noble material a new life.
Vino is created by transforming pieces of chestnut wood used by winemakers because of this wood’s sturdiness and
resistance to pests and diseases - so that they may live on beyond the vineyard in a way that preserves their peculiarities
and pays homage to their history.
The result is a powerful decorative object that gives character and warmth to the space where it is placed.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Height: 1900 mm
Base: 400x400 mm
Material: wood and steel
Weight: variable from 10 to 22 Kg approx.
Number of bottles: 3
Light source: NO

Like all pieces in the wemadeit! line, our VINO
wine rack has standard sizes that may vary
depending on the characteristics of the raw
material used.
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DìVINO

P r o je c t a n d D e s ig n
Va l e r i o M i c h e l on i a n d D ie g o R e p e t t o

Wine rack and LED floor lamp

DìVINO is a luminous wine rack made from the precious
wood of vine posts. After about forty years supporting grape
vines, the posts that hold the various rows of vines are discarded and replaced, following the natural rotation of the
elements that make up a vineyard.
The idea behind this high-impact piece is to allow wine lovers
and enthusiasts to bring home a real piece of history from
the vineyard, while also applying eco-sustainable principles
to give this noble material a new life.
DìVINO is created by transforming pieces of chestnut wood
- used by winemakers because of this wood’s sturdiness and
resistance to pests and diseases - so that they may live on beyond the vineyard in a way that preserves their peculiarities
and pays homage to their history.
The structure rests on a solid steel base and contains a light
tube inside, which diffuses an extremely restful natural light,
calibrated in the spectrum to enhance the colour of the wine
in the bottles.
The result is a powerful decorative object that gives character and warmth to the space where it is placed.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Height: 1900 mm
Base: 400x400 mm
Material: wood and steel
Weight: variable from 10 to 22 Kg approx.
Number of bottles: 3
Light source: 700 lm

Like all pieces in the wemadeit! line, our DìVINO
luminous wine rack and LED floor lamp has
standard sizes that may vary depending on the
characteristics of the raw material used.
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TINAIA S/M/L
LED table and floor lamp

TINAIA is a space lamp with an arc of light made from wine
barrel staves from wine cellars. The concave side of the
lamp is almost entirely covered with dynamic light, while
the naturally-arched stave is set in such a way that it moves
but remains always in equilibrium, giving a deep sense of
balance. The structure that supports TINAIA is slender and
almost filiform, so it does not take away from the barrel’s
visual impact, giving centre stage to the imperfections that
make the wood unique.
The play of proportions between the stave and the steel
structure makes the lamp look like a suspended arc of light,
creating a striking sense of lightness.

P r o je c t a n d D esign
V a le r io M ic h e lo n i a n d D ie g o R e petto

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Length: 1200 mm
Height: 800-1800 mm
Material: wood and steel
Weight: 8 Kg approx.

Like all pieces in the wemadeit! line, the TINAIA
table and LED floor lamp has standard sizes that
may vary depending on the characteristics of
the raw material used.

Light source: 1400 lm

Small
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Medium

Large
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CIOCCO

Champagne sabre holder

P r o je c t a n d D esign
V a le r io M ic h e lo n i a n d D ie g o R e petto

CIOCCO is made to hold a champagne sabre, which can be used to open exclusive sparkling wine
or champagne bottles, and is made from the precious wood of decomissioned vine posts.
The idea behind this piece is to allow wine lovers and enthusiasts to bring home a real piece of history from the vineyard, while also applying eco-sustainable principles to give this noble material a
new life.

CAVEAU

Pr ojec t and Desi gn
V alerio M iche l oni and Di ego Rep etto

Bottle holder

CAVEAU is a bottle holder made from the precious wood
of decomissioned vine posts.
The idea behind this piece, which stores a wine bottle like
a precious object, is to allow wine lovers and enthusiasts to
bring home a real piece of history from the vineyard, while
also applying eco-sustainable principles to give this noble
material a new life.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Length: 1200 mm
Height: 800-1800 mm
Materiale: legno e acciaio
Weight: 8 Kg approx.
Light source: 400 lm

Like all pieces in the wemadeit! line, the CIOCCO champagne-sabre holder has standard sizes that
may vary depending on the characteristics of the raw material used.
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TECHNICAL FEATURES
Length: 1200 mm
Height: 800-1800 mm
Material: wood and steel
Weight: 8 Kg approx.
Like all pieces in the wemadeit! line, the CAVEAU bottle
holder has standard sizes that may vary depending on the
characteristics of the raw material used.
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PRODOTTI
w e made it!

WEMADEIT!
in the w orld!

W E M A D E IT! i s a b r a n d o wn e d by A R GI B ER R I

MATERIALI
ARTICOLO

Legno

Acciaio

Vetro

FUNZIONI
Corian

Luce

Suono

bicchieri
bottiglie

con vassoio

sciabola
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distributed exclusively

®

* Product NOT included
LIGHTING SOLUTIONS

Piazza della Vittoria 22, 20015 Parabiago (MI)
WEMADEIT! reserves the right to cancel any product from this catalogue at any time and without notice. It
reserves the right to make constructive changes dictated by technical or commercial requirements, or in order
to improve its products. Product photographs and measurements are intended for guidance only and are not
binding on WEMADEIT!
All products are manufactured following the specifications drawn up by the WEMADEIT! Association (2019),
which establishes and protects their intellectual property.
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Tel. +39 375 5322683
info@argiberri.it - www.argiberri.it

Creativity made by BTRO Collettivo Creativo / www.btro.it
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website:
wemadeit.net
facebook:
@wemadeitaps
instagram:
@wemadeitaps
email:
info@wemadeit.net
tel:
+39 375 5322683
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